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AWARDS



OUR PHILOSOPHY

A child has to be taught at
his pleasure, not at his

peril". 
This philosophy of the

Founder Chairman,
Lt Col P S Satsangi, VSM,
is the guiding principle of

CSKM.

38 Years of Brilliance! 

CSKM: Where Legacy Meets Education
Excellence. Delhi's Oldest Boarding

School, CBSE Affiliated Since 1986."



With deep respect and admiration, we honor the memory of
our esteemed Founder Chairman, Late Prem Saran
Satsangi. A visionary leader and stalwart of our
organization, Col Satsangi dedicated his life to shaping our
institution into the beacon of excellence it is today. He
peacefully departed for his heavenly abode on April 1, 2005.

PAYING HOMAGE

1st
 April



 The grand opening of the new session was announced on April 1,
2024, marking the beginning of an exciting new chapter for the
institution. It is our privilege to introduce our distinguished New
Principal, Mr. Vivek Kumar Tiwari. 
Mr. Tiwari joins us with extensive experience, a history of
academic excellence, innovative teaching methods, and a
steadfast dedication to student achievement. We look forward to
a bright future under his leadership.

OPENING OF NEW SESSION

1st
 April



Together, we can create a more accepting and
inclusive world for individuals with autism and
celebrate their unique perspectives and
abilities.

WORLD AUTISM AWARENESS DAY

2nd
 April



On April 3rd, we celebrated the remarkable 90th birthday of our esteemed
Legal Advisor, Mr. RD Jaiman. As a cornerstone of our institution, Sir has
dedicated his life to nurturing the minds and spirits of countless students,
leaving an indelible mark on our community. 
To honor this momentous occasion, our students came together with
unwavering enthusiasm to plant a tree on the school grounds in Sir's honor—
a symbol of our commitment to environmental responsibility and his
unwavering dedication to building a more sustainable future.

90TH BIRTHDAY  CELEBRATION OF OUR HON’BLE
LEGAL ADVISOR Mr RD JAIMAN

3rd
 April



As we begin a new academic year, we are excited to extend a warm
welcome to our students and their families for our comprehensive
orientation program. This immersive experience covers grades
Nursery through 10th and is crafted to introduce our community to
the diverse array of educational opportunities available. The
orientation includes interactive classroom visits, informative
presentations on our modern facilities, and insights into our
innovative curriculum. We aim to provide a thorough introduction to
the foundations of academic excellence that define our institution.

ORIENTATION PROGRAMME

3rd
 April



We encourage all our students to tap into their artistic sides, whether that's
through painting, music, creative writing, photography, or any other form of
self-expression. Every student is an artist in their own unique way.

3rd
 April

CELEBRATING INDEPENDENCE ARTIST DAY



KIRAN MEMORIAL DAY

On 9th April, we commemorated Prem Kiran Memorial Day, a day dedicated to
the legacy of our Founders, Col P S Satsangi, VSM and Ma'am Kiran Satsangi
and the principles of Sarva Dharma Sambhaav, or the harmony of all religions.

9th
 April



The recent film festival hosted by the Smile Foundation showcased
the thought-provoking movie, "The Tesla Case," directed by Mr.
Andrey Hadjivasilev. The film captivated audiences with its
compelling narrative and insightful storytelling.
The students thoroughly enjoyed the film and were deeply
appreciative of the enlightening experience it offered. 

10th
 April



ORIENTATION PROGRAMME
CLASS XI  

10th
 April



CSKM wishes everyone Eid Mubarak! 
The Students and staff of CSKM celebrate Eid- a festival of Unity,

Compassion and Togetherness. 

11th
 April



CSKM celebrates the birth of the Khalsa and embraces the
profound history and values of the Sikh faith. As a unified school
community, we hold in high esteem the principles of equality,
courage, and service embodied by Baisakhi. 

BAISAKHI

14th
 April



FLOATING THROUGH LIFE WITH A SPLASH
OF HAPPINESS

As students gathered for their weekly swimming class, the sound of
splashing water and cheerful laughter filled the air of the school's indoor
pool. Middle schoolers, brimming with excitement, swiftly changed into
their swimsuits, eager to showcase their growing proficiency in swimming.
Guided by their attentive instructor, they commenced their session with a
set of invigorating warm-up stretches, preparing themselves for an
enjoyable and productive swim. With each dive into the refreshing water,
they embraced the opportunity to refine their skills, all while fostering a
sense of camaraderie and fun in the pool.



NATURE WALK

The sights, sounds, and smells of the great outdoors
can be invigorating, sparking a sense of wonder and
curiosity.



MARKING SELF
In the context of child development and psychology, "marking self"
refers to a key milestone in a child's self-awareness and self-
recognition. It involves the child demonstrating an understanding that
they are a distinct individual, separate from others.



Class 4th students... enjoying the learning process...
Save our friends Birds,animals and flowers...Art Integration 💐

💐



PARENT TEACHER MEET

21st
 April



On Earth Day, we motivated our students to ponder the wonders of nature and
the urgent call to protect our planet's ecological balance. Every small deed
matters, whether it's reducing waste, saving energy and water, planting trees, or
demonstrating reverence for wildlife. Let's unite to make a significant impact. on
this occasion our children engaged in diverse co-curricular activities such as
poster making and marches to raise awareness within society.

23rd
 April

WORLD EARTH DAY CELEBRATION



PADYATRA ON EARTH DAY 
(ह�रत �दवस)

23rd
 April



INVESTITURE CEREMONY
24th
 April



The Language Club Activities serve as a comprehensive
platform to equip students with the essential language skills

crucial for academic excellence.

24th
 April



HINDI ACTIVITY
आ क� मा�ा



Memorable pre dawn
obeisance to martyrs on
Anzac Day at Delhi War
Cemetery and Gunfire

Breakfast at Australian
High Commission; a

bonus visit to Maj Gen
Bipin Bakshi’s place 

24th
 April



Beating the Summer Heat: 
A Fun-Filled Outing for Our Little Ones

25th
 April



CSKM hosts the National Oral Health Programme, organized under
the esteemed banner of the Division of Public Health Dentistry, Centre
of Dental Education and Research, AIIMS New Delhi – a Centre of
Excellence for the Implementation of the National Oral Health
Programme. .

26th
 April

National Oral Health Programme 



PAPER 
RECYCLING



On Friday, April 27th, CSKM organised a
valuable career exploration program aimed
at guiding students through the myriad of
available paths. From 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm,
teachers with diverse expertise shared their
insights and wisdom, enlightening students
about the array of career choices awaiting
them.

27th
 April

CAREER GUIDANCE 



CSKM is a School with a SOCIAL CONSCIENCE.
Tolerance, secularism, imbibing the 'WE' feeling is the essence

of learning.
We are the World... and the World is one.

Eternal values of love, faith, compassion, tolerance, secularism,
caring and sharing are the cornerstones of CSKM philosophy.

We believe in education for humanity, an education that is
humanizing and education that is available for all.

OUR PHILOSOPHY AND VALUES

The school believes that
  Every child can be developed and improved.
  Every child can be guided towards success.

  Every child is a winner.
  Every child can be groomed to be a successful human being.

Creativity and joyful learning blossom forth in the sylvan
surroundings of CSKM. The beautiful, pollution-free campus
provides a peaceful environment for scholars to flourish in.
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